
 SOME THINGS YOU MIGHT   
 NOT KNOW    

   We collect around 1.8 tonnes of litter per week, that’s 
about the same weight as an average car.

   The more litter we collect, the higher the cost, which is 
funded through the general rate.  

   This year it cost ratepayers about $400,000 to manage  
the district’s litter problem.

   Alcohol bottles and fast food packaging are the most 
frequent items dumped on the roadside.

   Litter bugs can be fined up to $400 under our litter bylaw.

   The new larger capacity Big-Belly bins are solar powered 
and send a message back to the contractor when nearly 
full so the rubbish can be collected.  They also compact 
rubbish so they can hold more.

   We respond to more than four litter and rubbish  
dumping complaints a week.

OUR LITTER BYLAW
We have a bylaw to help us manage litter.   The Litter Act 
1979 which was adopted by the Government also allows 
us to fine anyone caught dumping illegally.

We want to ensure our community is kept healthy and 
safe and we also want to protect the environment. 

The litter bylaw allows us to fine people if they:

   Leave litter in a public place.

   Leave household or trade refuse in a public litter bin.

   Interfere with litter awaiting collection by Taupō 
District Council.

The best way to avoid a fine is to do the right thing!  

For more information visit www.taupo.govt.nz

 LET’S TALK LITTER   

If there’s one thing that can take the shine off the beautiful 
place we live in, it’s litter.

Our Taupō District Council team takes great pride in looking 
after the place we love but in recent months our rubbish 
problem has been growing and we need your help!

Help us keep Taupō beautiful by putting rubbish where it 
belongs. By working together, we can make a difference. 

 SOME SIMPLE THINGS    
 WE CAN ALL DO   

1 Do the right thing!   
Set an example by not littering.

2 Pick up litter when you  
walk past it in the street.

3 Make sure your rubbish bin  
has a tight fitting lid.

4 Secure any loose items when  
you are taking them to the landfill.

5  Carry a litter bag in your car. Make sure anyone 
travelling with you disposes of rubbish carefully 
and it doesn’t get thrown out the window!

You can find more tips at www.taupo.govt.nz

Big-Belly bins are solar powered and 
send a message back to the contractor when 
nearly full so the rubbish can be collected. They 
also compact rubbish so they can hold more.”

 LET’S TALK  

 LITTER  

 WHAT WE DO TO KEEP   
 LITTER UNDER CONTROL  

There is simply not enough time in the day for our staff 
to keep on top of litter.  It is dumped in the street, it is 
dumped on the lakefront, it is thrown from car windows and 
sometimes gets blown off the back of trailers as its being 
taken to the landfill!  

But it doesn’t stop there.  Our team has found whiteware 
dumped in gullies, couches left on walking tracks, animal 
carcasses dumped on the edge of sportsfields and large 
amounts of green waste is regularly tipped into stormwater 
gullies and that can cause flooding!

We have two members of our sanitation team dedicated to 
picking up litter, and the rest of the team also spend a large 
part of the day making sure our district looks great for both 
residents and visitors alike.  You might have seen one of our 
staff regularly walking around the CBD with the Glutton, a 
super-strength industrial vacuum cleaner designed to keep 
our town centre pristine!
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